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Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited

Pioneer Valley Water (Business Structure)
From 24 March 2016 Pioneer Valley Water has operated under a dual co-operative business structure
comprising Pioneer Valley Water Mutual Co-operative Limited (PVMutual) and Pioneer Valley Water Cooperative Limited (PVWater).
PVMutual
Pioneer Valley Irrigation Scheme assets (pump stations, pipelines, balancing storages, meter outlets,
SCADA network, etc.) associated property (depot land and buildings, pipeline easements etc.), and
renewals reserves are owned by PVMutual. Infrastructure is licensed to PVWater for operational
purposes Please note the 2019-2020 Annual Report for PVMutual is a separate document.
PVWater
Distribution of supply to allocation holders falls to PVWater as the service provider and distribution
operations license (DOL) holder under the relevant legislation. To this end PVWater engages employees,
and owns operations assets (vehicles, tools, office furniture and equipment etc.).
You are currently reading the 2019-2020 Annual Report for PVWater.
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Directors’ Review

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 2020 AGM
The Announced Allocation percentage for irrigation supply in the Pioneer River Water Supply Scheme was
set at 100% for the twelfth consecutive year in 2019-2020. With slightly below average rainfall of 1583mm
for the year, (average from 1940 to 2020 is 1666mm) there are clear indicators that irrigation is not being
viewed by some farmers as an affordable tool for crop promotion and increased production. Only thirteen
thousand of the available forty-seven thousand ML were used during the year. This again equates to 28%
usage for the year.
In irrigation areas where PVWater relies on electricity to supply irrigation water (Palmyra, Septimus and
Silver McGregor), state-controlled electricity costs have increased at around 9.0% per annum since 20072008, contributing between 80% to 95% of the total increase in water charges for those areas over that
period. Increases in electricity prices on a similar scale at the farm level have been equally damaging to
irrigation affordability. For 2019-20 the cost of electricity needed to supply our irrigators’ water demand,
increased from $165,700 to $174,200 – an increase of 5% despite no change in demand for water.
On the water supply front, across all irrigation allocations in the PV Scheme, the Government owned, statecontrolled, SunWater, increased bulk water charges by 2.5% over 2018-19 prices. This compares to an
average increase of 4.5% per annum since 2003-2004.
These ongoing significant price increases have been part of a strategy implemented by successive
Queensland governments’, to transition the agricultural sector towards “cost recovery” for electricity and
water inputs. This strategy:
-

-

disregards the fact that subsidising these input costs enables the productivity required by
agricultural businesses to compete in a sector where commodity prices are dictated by world
markets;
fails to recognise that irrigation schemes, which were constructed to support the regional economy
on the back of that increased productivity, were never intended to recover input costs,
would not have proceeded at all on a cost recovery basis.

There can be no doubt at this point that governments’ cost recovery model for the agricultural sector has
failed water allocation holders in the Pioneer Valley, where, beyond the issue of reduced productivity
outcomes, pricing increases have overseen the demise of the regional water market, with water allocations
now seen as a deterrent to farm transfers. At the establishment of the scheme irrigators took on an
allocation which was then viewed as an asset, now some view their allocation as a liability. However
irrigators who embrace irrigation and use their allocation to its potential are benefiting from higher
production even through this period of tight sugar prices.
Despite this, the state government was proposing further increases in electricity and water prices for 202021 of up to 40%. Due to regular submissions to and meetings with the Minister for Natural Resources,
Mines and Energy by PVWater, Canegrowers and Queensland Farmers Federation, the State government
has put a hold on prices for the coming year. The election also contributed to this decision! As part of the
Federal Governments economic stimulus package against Covid-19, we have been able to not only keep our
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2020-21 charges the same as 2019-20, but we have reduced our fixed charges by 2.5%. This reduction has
been passed on to all our water allocation holders.
Over the last 12 months PVWater have increased advocacy efforts around energy and water pricing issues.
I would like to thank those irrigators who have taken up PVWater’s on-going invitation to participate in
direct approaches to local MP’s as we all strive to get the affordability message across to decision makers.
Additionally in 2019-2020, PVWater has:
-

-

-

-

provided information to, sought meetings with and extended invitations for scheme inspection to
the relevant Ministers and to government bodies at both the state and federal levels (some notable
by their absence);
We have actively contributed to the very large number of submissions made to various inquiries,
prepared by the National Irrigators Council, Agriculture Industries Energy Taskforce and
Queensland Farmers Federation;
We have consulted with the Australian Energy Regulator, and with government owned
corporations at both the Queensland electricity network (Energy Queensland), and electricity retail
(Ergon Energy) level about appropriate electricity tariff design for agriculture;
We have continued ongoing discussions with state government department representatives and with
SunWater regarding the unaffordability of proposed increases in bulk water charges.
We will continue to lobby for support for a micro-grid based on Mackay Sugar’s CoGen unit.
We met with and made submissions to both major parties regarding the present cost of water and
electricity and we will continue to lobby the State and Federal governments on this.

I would like to welcome Steve Arnold as our Operations Manager. Steve brings many years of operational,
electrical and IT knowledge and experience to this role. I would like to thank the rest of our staff Judy,
Richard, Bruce and Steven for the excellent way they perform in their individual areas of expertise. We
only have a small team who work well together and are very effective in their individual roles. As we
transition into the second 20 years of our operation we believe we have a good team, with a mix of old and
new to support us.
On behalf of the Board, I thank all members for their continuing support, particularly in payment of water
charges in difficult financial times. I also acknowledge the continuing dedication of our staff in responding
to the challenges they confront with operation of the Pioneer Valley Irrigation Scheme. I also would like to
thank my fellow Directors for their contribution throughout the year.

ANDREW CAPPELLO
CHAIRMAN
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PVWater at a Glance (As at 30 June 2020)
Organisation Details
Co-operative name: Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited
Business name: Pioneer Valley Water
Co-operative Registration Number: QC 0278 (established 16 June 2005)
Australian Business Number: 55 322 373 770
Service Provider Registration Number: SPID 582
Distribution Operations Licence: Pioneer River Water Supply Scheme
Address Details
Principal Business Address: Level A, Canegrowers' Building
120 Wood Street
Mackay QLD 4740
Postal Address: PO Box 275

Mackay QLD 4740
Electronic Mail:
Web-site:

pvwater@pvwater.com.au
www.pvwater.com.au

Telephone Details
General
Enquiries:
Staff Mobiles
General Manager / Co-operative Secretary – Steven Ford:
Operations Manager– Steve Arnold:
Water Services Officer – Bruce Wilson:
Operations Assistant - Richard Faulkner:

(07) 4957 8481

0447 655 566
0447 288 638
0417 789 165
0427 578 481

Water Orders
Place an order …
Streamline (24 hrs):
Office (and urgent calls 24hrs):

(07) 4957 8800
(07) 4957 8481

Only between 7am – 7pm:

(07) 4957 8481

Cancel/amend an order …

Statistics
Total service area:
Total pipeline length:
Total channel and watercourse length:
Total customers:
Total water allocations distributed:
Directors:
Staff (FTE):

22,000 hectares (approx.)
35 kilometres
105 kilometres
250 (approx.)
368 (approx.)
5
6
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PVWater in 2019 - 2020
Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited (PVWater) is a small, locally owned and managed co-operative,
with offices located in the tropical North Queensland coastal city of Mackay. PVWater distributes irrigation
water and maintains irrigation infrastructure on a not-for-profit basis for the benefit of member and nonmember irrigators in the Pioneer River Water Supply Scheme (PRWSS), which extends westward and
inland from Mackay.

PVWater is currently responsible for annual distribution of up to 47,390 megalitres of water for irrigation
purposes and is also engaged through a service agreement with Pioneer Valley Water Mutual Co-operative
Limited (PVMutual) to maintain the irrigation infrastructure through which the allocation is distributed. The
Pioneer River Irrigation Scheme infrastructure is owned by water allocation holders through their
membership in PVMutual.

Distribution Network
PVWater distributes to irrigation customers in the riparian areas of Palm Tree Creek, Cattle Creek (below
Gargett), Pioneer River and to four reticulation supply areas, being Palm Tree Creek (including Cattle
Creek below Tannalo), Palmyra, Septimus and Silver McGregor.
Water for irrigation within PVWater's distribution area is sourced from natural stream flow in the Pioneer
Valley, supplemented as required from Teemburra Dam. Distribution is achieved by various means
including diversion through pump stations, pipelines, earth channels and existing natural watercourses.
Major PVWater diversion points for reticulated schemes are located at Gargett and Septimus (from Cattle
Creek) and near Pleystowe (from Dumbleton Rocks Weir on the Pioneer River). PVWater also operates a
gravity-fed high-pressure pipeline reticulation scheme directly from Teemburra Dam near Pinnacle.
The 370 (approx..) water allocations which fall within PVWater's distribution area are devoted in a very
large part to the production of sugar by PVWater's 250 (approx..) customers, although opportunities for
diversification into alternative crops are increasingly under scrutiny. There has also been significant
conversion of traditional sugar cane farming land to beef cattle production over recent years.
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Management Structure
Directors
The Board of PVWater consists of 3 Member Directors elected by PVWater's members, and 2 Independent
Directors appointed by the Board. The Board Chair and Deputy Chair are appointed by the directors.
Two directors retire annually on a rotational basis but may be eligible to be nominated for re-election/reappointment. If the number of nominees for election to the Board exceeds the number of Member Directors
retiring, a postal ballot is accordingly held. If an Independent director has retired in the rotation, the Board
may nominate the same or another qualified person to fill the vacated seat. This process is ordinarily
completed by ratification at the Annual General Meeting for PVWater.
Directors for the 2019 - 2020 Water Year included:
Andrew Cappello

Chairman; Member Director (re-elected 2018)
Andrew is a sugar cane grower and harvesting contractor with a water
entitlement in the PRWSS which he accesses via the Silver McGregor irrigation
area. He acted in the role of Deputy Chairman of Pioneer Valley Water Board
from 1996 until 2008, and subsequently as Chairman until conversion of the
business in 2016. Andrew was initially elected to the Board of PVWater when the
Co-operative formed in 2005. Andrew is also a director on the board of Mackay
Sugar Limited, Mackay Area Productivity Services (MAPS) and PVMutual.

Joseph Borg

Deputy Chairman; Member Director (re-elected 2017)

Joseph is a sugar cane grower, accessing his water entitlement in the PRWSS
from the Pioneer River in the Riparian irrigation area. He was initially elected to
the board of PVWater in 2016. Joseph holds a Diploma of Agriculture and
occupies positions in several industry bodies including: Director on the Board of
Mackay CANEGROWERS Limited, and Chairman of CANEGROWERS Mackay
Area Committee.

Kevin Ross

Member Director (elected 2019)

Kevin is a third-generation cane farmer, living at Te Kowai. He accesses his
water entitlement in the PRWSS via the Palmyra irrigation area (Bakers Creek).
Kevin has previously served on the board of Mackay Taxis, and as President of a
local Golf Club. Kevin also has other off farm business interests.
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David Said

Independent Director (re-appointed 2017)

David holds a BBus FCPA and was appointed as an Independent Director to the
board of PVWater in 2016. He is currently the Chief Financial Officer with
Mackay Sugar Limited and brings his considerable corporate financial expertise
to help guide PVWater in financial matters

William (Bill) Cooper

.
Independent Director (re-appointed 2019)

Bill was initially appointed as an Independent Director to the Boards of Pioneer
Valley Water Board and PVWater simultaneously in 2009. He holds a Bachelor
of Business Accounting, a Bachelor of Law, and Diploma in Legal Practice and
has a demonstrated depth and breadth of experience across wide ranging
financial and legal interests. Bill provides the Board with valued guidance,
particularly in legal matters
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Personnel
PVWater employs a compact team of dedicated personnel, to provide a reliable and sustainable irrigation water
supply to PVWater members. Staff over the 2019 - 2020 Water Year included:
Administration
Steven Ford - General Manager / Co-operative Secretary

Judy Walsh - Administration Manager

Operations
Steve Arnold - Operations Manager

Bruce Wilson - Water Services Officer

Richard Faulkner - Operations Assistant
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Administrative Arrangements
There is a Service Agreement, between PVMutual as the owner of Pioneer River Irrigation Scheme
infrastructure, and PVWater as the Distribution Operations Licence (DOL) holder for the Pioneer River
Water Supply Scheme. Under the Service Agreement, PVWater is engaged to maintain PVMutual’s
irrigation infrastructure, and to perform administrative functions on PVMutual’s behalf.
Water Allocation holders are party to a deemed Distribution Contract with PVWater as the Distribution
Operations Licence (DOL) holder for the Pioneer River Water Supply Scheme. The Distribution Contract
was developed in consultation with the state government as part of the final round of legislative changes
required to enable conversion from the statutory authority (PVWB) to the dual co-operative structure
(PVMutual / PVWater) in March of 2016. One of the impacts of the Distribution Contract is that it enables
simplification of the rules and administration for both co-operatives.

2019-2020 Operations Overview
Key moments in 2019-2020
Preparation of specific submissions (and contribution to advocate submissions) to the
Queensland Competition Authority in relation to their Rural Water Irrigation Price
Investigation 2020-24, and their review of Regulated Electricity Prices for Regional
Queensland 2019-20.
-

Advocacy at numerous meetings with elected representatives at state and federal level
regarding impacts on irrigation in the Pioneer Valley of historic and predicted increases
in electricity and water pricing. This has included meetings with relevant portfolio
Ministers and Shadow Ministers, and regulatory authorities (Australian Energy Regulator
and Queensland Competition Authority) as well as SunWater and Energy Queensland
(incorporating Ergon Energy Network).

-

Continued participation in advocacy for irrigated agriculture through membership of the
Queensland Farmers Federation (QFF) and the National Irrigators Council (NIC),
including direct participation in the QFF Water and Electricity Policy Committee and the
Agriculture Industries Energy Taskforce.

Specific operations
General

-

Rubicon Water SCADA has been transferred onto the new server.
an NBN fault resulted in telephones and some internet services down for 4 days.

-

Faulty MOSCAD CPU units were sent to Rubicon Water for testing and repair if viable.
Viable units have been reset and tested.

-

Request for Proposal (RFP) has been sent out to 4 companies for the upgrade of the
control and data-connect systems. 3 have signalled interest. RFP closed 3rd July 2020.
Upgrade is required due to the aging control system infrastructure, increase in parts
failures, parts no longer supported and available and software for these systems is no
longer supported.
- Webpage hosting has been transferred to iScape and new webpage has gone on-line.
2019 - 2020 Annual Report
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Palm Tree Creek
-

All parts have now been sourced for the flow meter replacement at the Cattle Creek
Outlet.
Pipe repair in lateral 1 was delayed due to weather. Fine weather required for polywelding. Now repaired.
Issue with a SunWater valve at Saddle Dam 2 resulted only being able to operate on
the bypass valve for several weeks off the Tanallo pipeline. Saddle Dam 2 valve was
returned to service on 17th June after approx. 3 weeks out of service.
Pumping pool clearing works completed.

-

Palmyra

-

Slumping mitigation works undertaken as part of the Bakers Creek Project.
Operations staff have been following an eradication programme for parthenium weed in
the Bakers Creek Channel from Old Pleystowe School Road downstream.
Ongoing issues with the control system at McKays Weir due to a level sensor fault.

Riparian

-

Pumping pools in the Pioneer River and Cattle Creek have been excavated

Septimus

-

Telemetry from the Septimus pump station reinstated. Faulty MOSCAD unit.

-

Control cabinet has been replaced at the upper balancing storage. Cabinet was leaking
due to excessive corrosion.
Have had several planned Ergon power system outages is the region.
In stream works were required to remove a build-up of sand in the pumping pool for the
Septimus pump station.

-

Silver McGregor
-

An excavator was engaged on December 11 to remove the sand build up along the
inlet channel to Silver McGregor pump station from Cattle Creek (refer figure 8.2.6 (a)).
The inlet to the channel was also re-routed (refer figure 8.2.6 (b)) to help prevent the
sand movement towards the pump station. The sand has been washing down with the
supplementation to Palm Tree Creek.

-

On last inspection, sand has again built up near Silver McGregor pump station inlet.
Five days’ notice will be required by Silver McGregor irrigators to allow time to clear the
pumping pool.

Supply
Pioneer River Water Supply Scheme Announced Allocation for 2019-2020 was 100%.
Announced Allocation PRWSS
Scheme
Pioneer River Water Supply Scheme

Allocation Class

Date

AA%

High A (urban/industrial)

01/07/2019 to 30/06/2020

100

High B (irrigation)

01/07/2019 to 30/06/2020

100
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The 2019-2020 Water Year commenced with Teemburra Dam at 100% of full capacity, and with
Mirani, Marian and Dumbleton Weirs on the Pioneer River all at (or slightly above) fixed crest level.
This resulted in an Announced Allocation in the Pioneer River Supply Scheme of 100% for High B
Priority (Irrigation) supply for the twelfth consecutive year.
At 1580mm, total annual rainfall was below the long-term mean average (1670mm).

Monthly rainfall (mm) recorded at Pleystowe Sugar Mill, 01/07/2019 - 30/06/2020
Demand
Despite the dry conditions, demand for irrigation supply remained low for the year, with farmers citing high
electricity costs as the major deterrent. Usage across all irrigation areas was 28.2% of nominal allocation
or 13,346 ML(including 285ML of losses).
Usage varied significantly between irrigation areas, with Palm Tree Creek – Pipeline irrigation area leading
the way at 38.0% of Nominal Allocation, and Palm Tree Creek – Cattle Creek irrigation area at the other
end of the spectrum with only 12.0% of Nominal Allocation used. Details of usage, and water charges by
irrigation area for 2019-2020 were as follows:
Table 1 - PVWater 2019-2020 Water Usage and Charges by Irrigation Area

Irrigation Area

Palm Tree Creek – Cattle
Creek
Palm Tree Creek – Pipeline
Palmyra
Riparian
Septimus
Silver McGregor - Creeks
Silver McGregor - Pipeline
Total

Water Charges

Water
Allocations

Nominal
Allocation
(ML)

*
Available
Allocation
(ML)

Usage
(including
losses)
(ML)

21

2,824

2,824

342

12.1

41.80

4.30

32
55
191
35
32
3
369

4,889
6,216
24,325
4,157
4,852
127
47,390

4,445
6,025
24,325
3,928
4,852
127
46,526

1,708
2,121
7,261
1,075
821
18
13,346

34.9
34.1
29.8
25.9
16.9
14.1
28.2

61.20
50.51
37.4
58.13
48.18
50.67

7.54
33.85
3.13
54.72
43.58
43.58

Usage
(%)

Access
Charge
($/ML)

Usage
Charge
($/ML)
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Environmental Monitoring
Under the Pioneer Valley Resource Operations Plan (ROP), Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited
(PVWater) as the Distribution Operations Licence (DOL) holder has a responsibility to monitor bank
condition and fish stranding in streams where supply is supplemented by irrigation infrastructure. PVWater
also has an obligation under the Environmental Protection Act 1994 to take “…all reasonable and
practicable measures to prevent or minimise … environmental harm (the general environmental duty)”.
The monitoring program aims to determine the real and potential environmental impacts of the Irrigation
Scheme and make recommendations to mitigate any such impacts. Reef Catchments has undertaken
environmental monitoring of the Irrigation Scheme under agreement since 2006.
The objectives of environmental monitoring of the Irrigation Scheme are to determine the effect of irrigation
releases through:
-

water quantity (impact of changes to the flow regime on erosion and bank stability); and
habitat (impacts of releases on riparian vegetation

Three sites were selected for monitoring, as they are the principal sites at which natural streams are
supplemented by PVWater for irrigation purposes.
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Sampling Procedures
Reef Catchments has undertaken pre and post release monitoring for Pioneer Valley Water under
agreement since May 2006. All sampling was undertaken in accordance with appropriate
standards and procedures for monitoring fresh water (Queensland Department of Environment
and Science, 2018). Reef Catchments uses a YSI Pro Plus Water Quality Meter to conduct analysis
which is calibrated prior to each monitoring trip.

Conclusions
Some water chemistry results were outside the relevant guidelines. Particularly, results for DO at
Silver and Bakers Creek are of concern. In contrast, all samples are below the ANZECC guidelines
for sugarcane irrigation threshold for EC of 1700 uS/cm for average root zone salinity. Human
disturbance, industry, the Irrigation Scheme, and/or natural processes may have influenced the
monitoring results. Some of these results are of environmental concern, as well as, potentially
affecting irrigation water quality, they are likely to impact on downstream ecosystems and
receiving waters.
Apart from the low DO levels at Bakers and Silver Ck in January during non-releases, no
significant difference in water chemistry was observed compared to previous years. These
atypical readings suggest that after the first flushes for the wet season the water quality drops
significantly. This period is also when most pesticides and fertilizers are mobilized from cropping
areas and enter local waterways (Agnew et al. 2011 and Rhode et al. 2013) consequently
affecting nutrient cycles and food webs.
The monitoring results from Cattle Creek at the Tannalo outlet including upstream and
downstream point suggests that in November; while the releases where in place, a slight
improvement in pH and DO levels where noted at these locations. However, long term dataset is
required to better understand if any adverse impacts from the irrigation scheme is occurring.
Weeds of National Significance were identified in the riparian habitat at Cattle Creek and Bakers
Creek. These species should be addressed by the landholder, as this is a breach of the
landholders’ general biosecurity obligations. Future projects that aim to rehabilitate the section
of Bakers Creek are again recommended, with the purpose of improving water quality for the
benefit of multiple stakeholders. Reef Catchments will seek to engage with landholders and
Mackay Regional Council to ensure compliance with biosecurity obligations.
Comparison of the Channel Stability Ranking Scheme scores during the 2019-2020 year with
previous years showed that the channel stability has generally stayed the same at these
locations. However, events like Severe Tropical Cyclone Debbie have the potential to rapidly
change that, especially in areas that mature woody vegetation is absent.
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Regulatory Environment
On 24 March 2016, the Water Amendment Regulation (No.1), 2016 dissolved Pioneer Valley Water Board
(PVWB) and converted the statutory body to alternative institutional structures – Pioneer Valley Water
Mutual Co-operative Limited (PVMutual) and Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited (PVWater).
Under the Water Act, 2000, PVMutual became the “water infrastructure owner” for infrastructure associated
with the Distribution Operations Licence (DOL) for the Pioneer River Water Supply Scheme. As the
“approved nominee” of PVMutual, PVWater now holds the DOL.
As the DOL holder, PVWater is
•

party to a Distribution Contract pursuant to s691A of the Water Act, 2000 with the holder of each water
allocation distributed under PVWater’s DOL; and

•

responsible for implementing rules and requirements of the Pioneer Valley Resource Operations
Plan that relate to the water allocations PVWater distributes.

Under the Water Supply (Safety and Reliability) Act, 2008, PVMutual became the “relevant infrastructure
owner” of the relevant infrastructure. As the “prescribed related entity” of PVMutual, PVWater is registered
as a service provider under the Water Supply (Safety and Reliability) Act, 2008.
Arrangements between PVMutual and PVWater are set out in a Service Agreement.

Following a Special Postal Ballot, at the end of 2019-2020 financial year, of all members of PVWater and
PVMutual, by a majority vote of 75% (PVWater) and 82% (PVMutual) both Co-operatives became nontrading co-operatives without share capital. Under the old Rules each member held nominal shares in the
co-operative relating to their water allocation. Under the new Rules the water allocation remains the
same (a Distribution Contract between the WA Holder and SunWater) but there will no longer be a share
certificate issued by PVWater. The share certificate was an unnecessary duplication of the Distribution
Contract which under the Water Act 2000 applies to all water allocations under PVWater’s distribution
operations licence (DOL);
The change to co-operative type and simplification of the Rules of PVWater and PVMutual removes the
administrative load associated with processing share applications, and the issue and follow-up on return
of share certificates.
The requirement for reciprocal membership of co-operatives ensures that all water allocation holders
under PVWater’s DOL have the opportunity to become members and have a say in how PVWater and
PVMutual are conducted, and to support voting agreement on issues impacting both co-operatives.
The Service Agreement between PVWater and PVMutual has been endorsed by 82% of members who
voted at the Special Postal Ballot. PVWater will continue to operate and maintain PVMutual’s irrigation
assets in the Pioneer Valley Irrigation Scheme, provide administration and secretarial services to
PVMutual and license the irrigation assets in the Scheme from PVMutual.
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Appendix 1.
Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited – 2019-2020 Financial Report
The following pages include the whole of Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited’s Financial Report for
2019-2020.

Pioneer Valley Water Co-operative Limited
ABN 55 322 373 770

Annual Report 30th June 2020
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